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Abstract
Cloud Computing is the rising field of newest computing in this day and age. The cloud computing is based
on the five essential characteristics and its three prime services (Software as a Service, Platform as a Service,
Infrastructure as a Service). The major goal of cloud computing is to provide the resources as a services to the cloud
consumers or clients. The new concept of Federated Cloud Computing in which multiple datacenters are distributed
over different geographical regions. Since the evolution of Cloud Computing: Load balancing and management, energy
efficient management, Virtual Machine(VM) migration, service brokerage policies, cost modeling, secu rity issues and
trust management are popular research topics in the field. The process of deployment of real cloud environment for
testing or for commercial use is extremely costly. Cloud simulators help to model various cloud applications and it is
very easy to analyze. In this survey, we used the CloudAnalyst, GUI Java based simulator with their overview are
presented so it can be easily decided which one is suitable for particular research topic. And also the survey on the
service broker policy, its issues and available solutions are presented. In this thesis we focused on performance
evaluation of large data centers using some parameters like cost, service broker policies, User base, Number of
physical machines in data centers, Data centers processing time, load balancing policies. Because there is always been
the requirement to select appropriate datacenter so that further tasks for processing the request should be carried out
with efficiency in least response time. So the issue of selecting appropriate datacenter which is known as service
broker policy is kind of important. We also demonstrate the trust as factor majorly used between the cloud service
provider and cloud consumers.
Key words : Cloud Computing, Cloud Simulators, Large Data Centers, Trust Management in Cloud, Service
Broker Policies.
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Introduction

Cloud computing is an area that is experiencing
a rapid advancement both in academia and industry. This
technology, which aims at offering distributed, virtualized,
and elastic resources as utilities to end users, has the
potential to support full realization of "computing as
utility" in the near future9. Along with the advancements
of the Cloud technology, new possibilities for Internetbased applications development are emerging. These new
application models are based in two parties: in one side,
there are the cloud service providers that are willing to
provide large-scale computing infrastructure at a price
based primarily on usage patterns. It eliminates the initial
high-cost, for application developers, of environment set
up an application deployment environment. On the other
side there are large-scale software systems providers,
which develop applications such as social networking
sites and e-commerce, which are gaining popularity on
the Internet. These applications can benefit greatly of
Cloud infrastructure services to minimize costs and
im prove service quality to end users. Previously,
development of such applications required acquisition
of servers with a fixed capacity able to handle the expected
application peak demand, installation of the whole
software infrastructure of the platform supporting the
application, and configuration of the application itself.
Fu rthermore, servers were underut ilized
because peak traffic happens only at specific times. With
the advent of the Cloud, solution of this problem became
cheaper and easier with the use of pay-per-use, flexible
elastic infrastruct ure services provided by Cloud
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providers. When trying to bring these two ends together
several issues, which impact the net benefit of Cloud,
arise. Some of these issues are geographic distribution of
user bases, capabilities of the Internet infrastructure
within those geographic areas, dynamic nature of the usage
patterns of the user base, and capabilities of Cloud
services in terms of adaptation or dynamic reconfiguration,
among others. A comprehensive study of the whole
problem in the real Internet platform is extremely difficult,
because it requires interaction with several computing
and network elements that cannot be controlled or
managed by applicat ion developers. Furthermore,
network conditions cannot be predicted nor controlled,
and it also impacts quality of strategy evaluation. Study
of such dynamic and massively distributed environments
in a controlled and reproducible manner can be achieved
with the use of simulation. CloudSim 5 is a Cloud
simulation toolkit that allows modeling of infrastructures
containing Cloud Data Centers, users, user workloads,
and pricing models. CloudSim enables.
Modeling and simulation of typical Cloud
infrastructures, even though it has been developed
without focusing any specific Cloud provider.
CloudAnalyst Simulator: Cloud computing
provides computing resources as a service over a network.
As speedy function of this emerging technology in real
world, it becomes more and more vital how to evaluate
the performance and trust management problems that
cloud computing confronts. Currently, modeling and
simulation technology has become a useful and powerful
tool in cloud computing research community to deal with
these issues.

Figure 1. Cloud Analyst Main GUI Window
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Overview : As already mentioned there are
several extremely good toolkits that can be used to model
a simulated environment to study the behavior of a large
scaled application on the Internet. But it became apparent
that having an easy to use tool with a level of visualization
capability is even better than just a toolkit. Such a tool
separates the simulation experiment set up exercise from
a programming exercise and enables a modeler to
concentrate on the simulation parameters rather than the

technicalities of programming.It also enables the modeler
to execute simulations repeatedly with modifications to
the parameters quickly and easily. A graphical output of
the simulation results enables the results to be analyzed
more easily and more efficiently and it may also help in
quickly highlighting any problems with the performance
and accuracy of the simulation logic. Therefore we decided
to develop a sim ulation tool before starting t he
experiment.

Figure 2 Physical Hardware Details of Data center

Figure 3 Cloud Analyst for Data Center Configurations
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There are several highly desirable features of a
tool similar to the one described in the above section.
Ease of setting up and executing a simulation experiment
is the main point of having a simulation tool. The
simulator needs to provide an easy to use graphical user
interface which is yet comprehensive. Perhaps the most
important feature is the level of configurability the
tool can provide. A simulation, especially of the nature
of modeling something as complex as an Internet
Application depends on many paramete rs and most of
the time the values for those parameters need to be
assumed. Therefore it is important to be able to enter
and change those parameters quickly and easily and repeat
simulations.
Graphical output: A picture is said to be worth
a thousand words. Graphical output in the form of tables
and charts is highly desirable to summaries the potentially
large amount of statistics that is collected during the
simulation. S uch effective presentat ion helps in
identifying the im port ant pat terns of t he output
parameters and helps in comparisons between related
parameters. Repeatability of experiments is a very
important requirement of a simulator. The same
experiment with the same parameters should produce
similar results each time the simulatio n is executed.
Otherwise the simulation becomes just a random sequence
of events rather than a controlled experiment. It is also
helpful to be able to save an experiment (the set of
input parameters) as a file and also be able to save the
results of an experiment as a file.
Ease of extension: As already mentioned
simulating something like the Internet is a complex task
and it is unlikely a 100% realistic simulation framework
and a set of input parameters can be achieved in a few
attempts. Therefore the simu lator is expected to evolve
continuously rather than a program that is written once
and for all and then used continuously. Therefore the
simulator architecture should support extensions with
minimal effort with suitable frameworks.
Si mula tion Out put: Following are t he
statistical measures produced as output of the simulation
in the initial version of the simulator.
[1]. Overall average, minimum and maximum response
time of all user requests simulated.
[2]. The response time broken down by user groups,
located within geographical regions.
[3]. The response time further broken down by the time
showing the pattern of change over the duration of a day.
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Usage patterns of the application:
[1]. How many users use the application at what time
from different regions of the world, and the overall effect
of that usage on the data centers hosting the application.
The time taken by data centers to service a user request
[2]. The overall request processing time for the entire
simulation.
[3]. The average, minimum and maximum request
processing time by each data center.
[4]. The response time variation pattern during the day
as the load changes and cost also.
Technologies Used :
[1]. Java - The simulator is developed 100% on Java
platform, using Java SE 1.6.
[2]. Java Swing - The GUI component is built using Swing
components.
[3]. CloudSim - CloudSim features for modeling data
centers is used in CloudAnalyst. [4]. SimJava - SimJava
is the underlying simulation framework of CloudSim
and some
[5]. features of SimJava are used directly in Cloud
Analyst.
Conclusion
With the rapid advances of C loud technologies,
there is a new demand for tools to study and analyze the
benefits of the technology and the best practices to apply
the technology to large- scaled applications. Cloud
Analyst is a new tool developed to address this demand.
It is based on top of mature simulation frameworks such
as SimJava andC lou dSim . We demonst rated h ow
C loudAnalyst can be used to model and evaluate a real
world problem through a case study of a social
networking application deployed on the cloud. We
have illustrated how the simulator can be used to
effectively identify overall usage patterns and how such
usage patterns affect data centers hosting the application.
Furthermore, we showed how those observations
provide insights in how to optimize the deployment
architecture of the application. A possibility in this
direction is introduction of dynamic configurability
through a global Cloud Service Broker, which increases
or decreases the amount of resources available to the
application in different geographic locations depending
on the load at a given time.
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